To,

Shri Dariyaw Pvt. ITI,
At K No. 56, Village Ogelay,
Tehsil & District Nagaur, 341001 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपचार./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 01 of enclosure

1. No responsible person was found at ITI inspection report couldn't prepare.
2. Nursing college was running in ITI building.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trades/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir V Paria)

Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paria41@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)

Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Modern Pvt ITI,
Nani, Jaipur Bikaner By Pass Road,
Dist. Sikar 332001 Rajasthan

SHOW CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कृमांक - प. 7.(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपचार्./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed) The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No. 02 of enclosure:

1. Major machinery in Electrician Workshop at Sr. no. 96,97,98,101,104,116,117 of tools and equipment list was not working properly.
2. Deficiency of Emp. Skills Instructor.
3. Consumption of Electricity was found only 65 units per month. It indicates that there was no practical training activity in the ITI,
4. Only 28 trainees were found on the date of inspection.
5. Dropout rate of trainees were found 27.27%.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

29/01/19
DGT-Daffl/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  
Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.  
Dated-25.01.2019

To,  
The Principal,  
Pass Institute Of Fire & Safety Pvt ITI,  
70-Kidwai Nagar, Behind Roadways Bus Stand,  
Distt.Chittaurgarh-312001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स. 7(12)/ प द. प्रम. ऑपरेश्न./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.03 of enclosure.

1. Trainees’ standard was poor.
2. Electricity bill was not in the name of ITI.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Patial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mkr.patial@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:  
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.  
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

Joint Director of Training  
E-mail: ravi.chikkoti@nic.in

29/1/19
By Speed Post

DGT-Daffl/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Lakshay Pvt ITI,
Suket Road, Ramganj Mandi,
Dist. Kota – 326519, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ न-1/प्रा. औपरका/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.04 of enclosure.

1. Workshop calculation & science & ES instructors were not appointed.
2. Only 05 trainees out of 84 were present.
3. No separate washroom for girls was available.
4. Machine log book was not available.
5. Electricity bill was not available for confirmation of power load & consumption.
6. Poor training standards, no coverage of syllabus on weekly basis.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(JC. Ravil)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilkoti@nic.in
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITs.

Sirs/ Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. फिर. - प. स. 7(12)/-1/प्रा. औप्र. औरदान/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.05 of enclosure.

1. W/s Cal. & Sc., Engg. Drg., Emp. Skills instructors were not appointed. 05 instructors were absent on the day of inspection.
2. Electric power consumption per trainee per month was very poor.
3. Principal room area 18.18 sq.m., office area 10.66 sq m. was found short as per DGT norms.
4. Electricity connection was not available in the name of ITI

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parital)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parital61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Vikalp Pvt ITI,
North Gate, Krishi Mandi, Kuchaman City,
Distt. Nagaur 341508 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स. 7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. अप्रस.-De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.06 of enclosure.

1. Tools & Equipment Shortage – Pulley Puller, Bearing Puller, Mallet Hard Wood 0.5kg., De soldering Gun, Flux Meter, Battery Charger, Hydrometer, Working Bench, Fire Extinguisher, Contactor Contacts three phase, Auxiliary Contact 3 Phase, Rotary Switch, Load Bank 5KW, Brake Test Arrangement, P-IV Computer, Inkjet/ Laser Printer, Grinder 

2. Trainee's attendance was very poor.
3. Raw Material was purchased only for Practical Exam rather than practical.
4. 12% Instructors were short.
5. Only four Computers were available in IT Lab.
6. Log Book for machine was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mahir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilkoti@nic.in

plz. issue R.
29/1/19
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औप्रस. /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.07 of enclosure

1. Tools & equipment were not available as per new syllabus.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Shiv Pvt ITI,
Kalkakra, Gangapur Road, Lalsot,
Distt-Dausa.303503, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपचार. /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.08 of enclosure

1. Principal room area was short as per NCVT norms.
2. Website was not updated.
3. Power consumption was poor.
4. Fitter, Mech. Diesel Workshop area was short as per NCVT norms.
5. Mech. Diesel Parking Area was short.
6. Machine log book was not available.
7. No record/evidence of practical work was available.
8. Attendance of trainees was very poor (only 27%).
9. Rent agreement was expired in 2013. NCVT affiliation can't be continued in the absence of valid rent agreement.
10. Electrician trade item sr. no. 14,68,77,83,90,97, 122, 124, 128 were not working and 116(panel),128 were short as per prescribed NCVT tool list.
11. 50% tools and equipments in Mech. Diesel trade were short and motor vehicle; UPS, LCD projector were not available.
12. Drill m/c with Swivel table and Gas Welding Set were not available in Fitter trade.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  
Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,  
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,  
Suman Bharti Pvt ITI,  
Sector-2, Ganesh Talab Dadabari,  
Tehsil-Kota, Dist.Kota-324009 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ ए-1/प्र. औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.09 of enclosure

1. Principal room & Office area was 11.82 Sqm which is short as per DGT Norms.  
2. Low electricity consumption.  
3. Instructor vacant post-03 (Electrician – 01, Engg. Drawing – 01, Employability Skill - 01)  
4. 02 computers are short in IT lab.  
5. Tools & equipment list not attached.  
   In Electrician Trade three items found Short.
   (1) Pentium-IV Computer-01 Nos.  
   (2) Laser Printer -01 Nos.  
   (3) Washing Machine-01 No.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.parial51@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.  
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-Olo DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated—25.01.2019

To,

The Principal,
Raj Taigore Pvt ITI,
Taigore Marg,Kila Road, Thanwala , Degana ,
Nagaur-305026, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. крмук - п. с.7(12)/ пр-1/вр. опрр./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.10 of enclosure.

1. No power supply; electric connection was found disconnected.
2. IT lab completely found vacant; no computer /furniture /tools equipment were available.
3. Instructors for WIs Calculation and Engg. Drawing subjects were not appointed by INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE.
4. Electrician trade items at sr. no. 105(DG set) 132, 133, 134 and 137 were found short.
5. Electricity bill was not available.
6. Trainees’ attendance was zero.
7. Machine log book was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chillukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daffi/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  
Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,  
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,  
The Principal,  
Sarvodya Pvt ITI,  
Rudawal Road, Mudera, Uchain (Roopwas),  
Distt. Bharatpur-321302, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. ध्वारा अ० - प. स. 7(12)/ प्र०-1 प्रा. औपस्थ्./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.11 of enclosure.

1. Record of land & building was not provided.  
2. IT lab was not available in the institute.  
3. The power consumption of institute was zero.  
4. Instructor (Wt Cal & Sc.), Instructor (IT lab), and Instructor (Engg. Drg.) were not appointed.  
5. Safety measures like rubber mats on floor were not used in electrician workshop.  
6. There was no proof of salary paid to staff which indicates that required staff is not appointed.  
7. Affiliation certificate not provided by the institute.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:  
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.  
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Shri Om Pvt ITI,
Near Pnb Bank Jodhpura Road,
Borunda Dist. Jodhpur 342604 Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औसत./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.12 of enclosure.

1. Documents of 03 trades instructor Sh. Prem Pratap, Sh. Dinesh Sharma and Ms. Kusum were not available for verification of qualification and experience.
2. 03 Instructors were not present on the day of inspection.
3. Only 16 out of 63 trainees were present at the time of inspection.
4. Electricity consumption per trainee per month was very poor.
5. Bills of raw material were not available to confirm practical training.
6. 05 items were found short on date of inspection.
   Electrician Tool list B-8, 96, 99, 116, 123.
7. Log book of machine was not maintained.
8. Office room area was found short as per DGT norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daffl/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,

The Principal,
Nobel Technology Pvt ITI,
Khasara No. 708/222, Mendwara,
Near Narayanpura Tiraha, Railway Station,
Kuchaman City Nagaur-341508, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स. 7(12)/ प्र-1/प्रा. औप्रस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.13 of enclosure.

1. IT lab was not as per DGT norms.
2. Staff was short as per DGT norms.
3. Electricity consumption per trainee per month was poor.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 16th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Ganshnam Pvt ITI,
Plot No. 280/2990, Hasanpura,
Dist, Jaipur-302006, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मकांड-प्र.7(12)/प्र.1/अ.आ.परसु./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.14 of enclosure.

1. Group Instructor, Emp. Skills instructor and Ws Cal. & Engg. Drg. & trade instructors were not appointed as per NCVT norms.
2. Experience of Ms. Saziya Noureen IT lab instructor was not as per NCVT norms.
3. Qualification of Sh. Somveer Singh Instructor Engg. Drg. was not as per NCVT norms. Moreover, Sh. Somveer Singh Instructor Engg. Drg. is already appointed in other ITI
4. Principal room & office area was found short as per NCVT norms.
5. Average power consumption was poor which indicates no practical exercises were carried out.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chhiukoli@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Abhiyan Pvt ITI,
A-29.30, Balaji Vihar, P.O. Nimera Vihar,
Jhotwara, Dist.Jaipur-302012, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.आप्रव.हेतु/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.15 of enclosure.

1. Capacity Utilization power): Avg. consumption was low.
2. Tools & Equipment Details were not available.
3. Attendance of trainees was low.
4. Log book of machine was not found.
5. Staff was short as per NCVT norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/unit as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Paria)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.paria61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Vivekanand Pvt ITI,
Plot No. 14, Sector No.6,
Near Chuna Fatok, Hanumangarh Junction,
Tehsil & Distt. Hanumangarh-335512, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आप्रस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.18 of enclosure.

1. One Group Instructor and IT Instructor were found short.
2. Only two trade instructor against twelve units was appointed.
3. IT lab was not available.
4. Website was not updated.
5. Only 13 trainees found present in ITI, on the date of inspection.
6. Principal room & office area was found short as per NCVT norms.
7. Average power consumption was poor which indicates no practical exercises were carried out.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkh.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch, Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Vanshika Pvt ITI,
Old Laxmangarh Road, Malakhera,
Dist-Alwar-301406 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्राप्ति/प्राप्ति/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 17 of enclosure.

1. Electrician trade items at s.no. B-126,132,134 & 136 were found short.
2. Trainees attendance 50.79% on the day of inspection.
3. Average power consumption was poor which indicates no practical exercises were carried out.
4. Separate washroom for girls was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Paria1)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paria1@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chiffukot@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated: 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Shri Guru Jambheswar Model Pvt ITI,
Near Petrol Pump, Ward, No.13, Sadulsahar,
Distt. Ganganagar-335523 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.-1/प्र.अवस्था./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 18 of enclosure.

1. Three computers found short in IT lab.
2. Average power consumption was poor which indicates no practical exercises were carried out.
3. Machine log book was not available.
4. Website was not available.
5. Latest Electricity bill not available.
6. One Emp. Skills Instructor was found short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukuri@nic.in
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

To,
The Principal,
Jyoti Pvt ITI,
Balotra Near 4th railway Fatak By Pass,
Khed Road, Balotra Dist.Barmer -344022 Rajasthan

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. KR-7/12/4-1/PR.01/4/Pr.Ord./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No 19 of enclosure.

1. Pentium IV computer is the major items which were not found (short) in the institute.
2. Instructor (Electrician) 2 posts, Instructor (Workshop Calculation & Science) and Instructor (Engg. Drawing) 1 post and Instructor (IT lab) do not have desired technical qualification as per norms.
3. Electricity bill in the name of Leela Devi was provided to the inspection committee. It seems that there is no electricity connection in the name of ITI.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravil)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Samrat Pvt ITI,
Matajhor Road, Teh.-Makrana
Distt. Nagaur 341502 Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प.अंप्र. /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 20 of enclosure.

1. Only 29 out of 166 trainees were present.
2. Low electricity consumption.
3. Instructors were not having qualification as per NCVT norms.
4. Trainees’ attendance was very poor.
5. Machine log book was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chirukoli@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Vasundhara Pvt ITI,
Jagan Colony, Jatmasi Road, Roopwas,
Bharatpur-321404, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक- प.स. 7(12)/प-1/संग्रह.स./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at Sl.No 21 of enclosure.

1. IT lab was found short.
2. Class room area found short by 2 sq. mtr. against NCVT norms.
3. Welder trade was not running since last five year.
4. ITI was not having revised general machinery as per norms.
5. Engg. Drawing, WS Calculation & IT instructors were not appointed in ITI, as per NCVT norms.
6. Principal room & office area was short as per norms.
7. Low electricity consumption.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Paria)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paria51@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH, Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
S.P.D.M. Pvt ITI,
Plot No 4, Nangal Jaisa Bohra, Jhotwara,
Distt- Jaipur-302012, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. जनवरी-प्र.स.7(12)/विभ-1/अंग्रेजी/रत्ना./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.22 of enclosure.

1. Office area & one class room area was short as per norms.
2. Only 09 computers were available & furniture was not as per norms.
3. Only 29 % trainees were present.
4. Log book was not maintained.
5. Tools and equipment were short and items were not in working condition.
6. Electricity bill and other documents were not available.
7. Emp. Skills and it instructor were not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-न.स.7(12)/प्र-1/पा.अधिस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.23 of enclosure.

1. Hospital House Keeping Trade was not running in Institute.
2. Only five Computers were available in IT LAB.
3. LOG BOOK was not available.
4. Poor attendance of students at the time of Inspection in Institute.
5. Area of Principal room was short by 7.0 Sqm as per NCVT norms.
6. Area of class room of trade Electrician was short by 2.0 Sqm as per NCVT norms.
7. Instructor of Electrician Trade seems to be lack of knowledge of tools & equipment of respective trade.
8. TOOLS SHORTAGE FOR-
   B. FITTER-Marking Table, Interchangeable Ratchet Socket Set Box Spanner Set, Vernier Height Gauges, Bench Working, Metal Rack, and Torque Wrench. Furnitures are short as per norms of DGT.
   C. HEALTH SANITARY INSPECTOR-78.94 % Shortage.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Enclosure : As above.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trade/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.
To,
The Principal,
Shikhar Pvt ITI,
Near Adarsh Vidhyamandir, Pratap Nagar, Rawat Bhata,
Dist.-Chittorgarh-322307 Rajasthan.

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.ऑफ़िस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.24 of enclosure.

1. IT lab was under tin shed which is not acceptable.
2. One computer was short in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parihal81@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.औपचार./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL. No. 25 of enclosure.

1. 01 instructor was short.
2. Only 10 trainees were available to confirm practical training.
3. Bills of raw material were not available to confirm practical training.
4. Electricity consumption per trainee per month was very poor.
5. 07 items found short: Tool list Machine Electric m/c trainer, M.G DC to AC, Shaded pole motor, Synchrony. Motor, Lux-meter, Printer, Computer System, Washing m/c, Pump set with motor. 11 equipment were not in working condition.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial81@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Your faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.अधिकार.०/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.26 of enclosure.

1. Trade instructors were not qualified as per experience required by the DGT norms.
2. Lab equipment were found short according to new norms (washing machine, HP water pump, P-IV computer, ink-jet printer, Pin Shackle, Suspension type Insulator etc.).
3. Power consumption was low.
4. There was no proof of salary paid to staff which indicates that required staff is not appointed.
5. Electricity bill was not in the name of ITI. It seems that there is no electricity connection in the name of ITI

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial51@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Global Pvt ITI,
Station Road, Palara Kuchaman City,
Distt. Nagaur, 341508 Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.र.7(12)/प-1/प.आंपर्स./De-Affl./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.27 of enclosure.

1. Sh.Davi Lal Prajapat instructor (Theory) was not having required 2 year experience.
2. Equipment shortage: Electrician Hand Tool list-A – Sr. No. 05, 11, 15.
3. Log Book was not maintained.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilikoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated: 26.01.2019

TO:
The Principal,
Dhapudevi Pvt ITI,
Outside Naya Darwaza Kakku Walo Ki Pole,
Distt. Nagaur 34100, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause Notice for De-Affiliation of Trades/Units.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/प्राइवीसी/De-Aff/2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No. 28 of enclosure.

1. Brake Test arrangement with two spring balance, Hygrometer, Synchronous motor 3 phase 3Hp, Pentium IV computer 2no, Printer were not found in the institute.
2. DC Shunt generator, DC compound generators were incomplete i.e. without prime mover.
3. Principal and office area is less than the required norms.
4. Instructor vacancy against required post was 22%.
5. Total trainees present on the date of inspection 10 out of 122.
6. There is no electric connection in the name of institute, a domestic Electricity bill in the name of Radha Devi W/o Manoj Kumar was provided to the inspection committee.
7. There was no proof of salary paid to staff which indicates that required staff is not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir KR. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Sanstar Pvt ITI,
Arajin, Near Petrol Pump, Kisangarh Road,
Distt.Ajmer-305813, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.अधिकार /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.29 of enclosure.

1. Shortage of tools and Equipment: Item sr. no. 20, 52, 51, 12.
3. NIMI book were not available in library.
4. Website was not updated.
5. Students were not in uniform.
6. Power consumption was very low.
7. Attendance of trainees was very low.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkm.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Sarvodaya Pvt ITI,
6,7,8 Balaji Nagar, Opp. Segwa Housing Board,
Senti, Dist. Chittorgarh-312001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/आर्थिक/डी- आफ्ट./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No 30 of enclosure.

1. Instructor (Electrician), Instructor (Health Sanitary Inspector), Instructor (Workshop Calculation & Science) and Instructor (Engg. Drawing) were not available.

2. The power consumption is low.

3. Items like Overhead Projector, LCD Projector, Working Models, Refrigerators, Auto Clave, Sterilizer, Thermometer, BP Instrument, Stethoscope, Laboratory Microscope & First aid kit found short were not available in the institute.

4. Power connection is available in the name of other person.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र.आईप्र.-De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.31 of enclosure.

1. Principal room and Office area was less than required.
2. Following General Machinery were found short:-
   a. Frequency Meter-01no.
   b. Tachometer -01no.
   c. Three phase transformer -01no.
   d. Hygrometer -01no.
   e. Pentium IV Computer of latest (Server-Linux) - 02no.
   f. Ink jet/laser printer -01no.
   g. Motor pump set 1HP, 1Phase, 240v -01no.
   h. Pin type, shackles type -02no.
3. Average power consumption was 235 units per month only.
4. No student was present on the day of inspection.
5. Electric connection was not in the name of ITI.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial51@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you. Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Bhagya Shree Pvt ITI,
Shivnathpura Beewar,
Distt. Ajmer-305901, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मक-प.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र.ौपारस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.32 of enclosure:

1. The power consumption is very low.
2. Break test arrangement with two springs 0-25KG. not available in trade Electrician.
3. Electric machine trainer, M. G. set (AC to DC generator series shunt compound type, DC shunt generator with control panel, DC series motor Coupled with Mech. Load 5 to 02 kw are not in running condition
4. Sr. No. 1,3,4,7,9,10,12,15,19,22,23 items not found in Mech. Diesel Workshop
5. Three shifts are sanctioned as per time table but only two shifts are being operated.
6. Three instructor posts are vacant.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Sant Namdev Pvt ITI,
Plot No 1 Mahaveer Nagar Kota-324009

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.आप्रव.स./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No 33 of enclosure.

1. Instructors’ qualification documents were not available to confirm the qualification.
2. Two no. of instructors were short in Electrician trade.
3. IT & E/S Instructor was not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To-

The Principal,
Amer Maharaja Pvt ITI,
Behind Electricity Board, Delhi Road,Kunda, Amer,
Distt-Jaipur-302028, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.अभिय./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.34 of enclosure.

1. Fitter Trade Instructor was not appointed.
2. Sh. Kanhaiya Gurjar Electrician Instructor was not having the experience as per norms.
3. Items were short in Electrician workshop as per norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Deaff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  
Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,  
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,  
The Principal,  
National Pvt ITI,  
Laisot Road, Near Govt. Hospital,  
Distt-Dausa-303303, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मकर-प.स.7(12)/र.1/प्र.अंप्रसर./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.35 of enclosure.

1. Office area was short.  
2. Tools & equipment shortage:  
   a. Electrical-32%  
4. Power utilization was low.  
5. Experience of Instructor found short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trade/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,

The Principal,
Tirupati Pvt ITI,
Kolahora Road, Jodhpura, Vpo Kolahera, Via Narainpur,
Dist-Awar-301024, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNIT.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.7(12)/प्र.1/प्र.आ.आणि/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 36 of enclosure.

1. One instructor for Emp. Skills was not available.
2. Office area was short.
3. Engg. Drg. & Ws Cal. Instructor was not appointed.
4. Electrician workshop item no A-1, B-10, 77, 98, 99, 100, 102, 104, 117, 118, 119, 120, 128 were not working & item no 19, 132, 133, 137 & Furniture item no 5 were short.
5. Seven PC were short in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mhbir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan, to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

pl. issue ch.
29/1/19
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्रा.ओप्रार्थ./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.37 of enclosure.

1. Sh. Ashok kumar and Sh. Bhanwar Lal trade instructors were not eligible for electrician trade.
2. Workshop calculation & science instructor was not appointed.
3. Employability skill instructor was not appointed.
4. Office area was short

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Eklaya Pvt ITI,
Ganesh Mod Lohatwara, Tehsil Bayana,
Dist. Bharatpur-321401, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.38 of enclosure.

1. On the Day of Inspection Shri Hemant Agarwal (Superintendent), Sh. Ravi Kumar Goyal (Instructor Engg. Drw.), Shri Vishnu Kumar (Instructor) were not available.
2. Electrician Trade items P-4 Computer, Ink Jet Printer, Insulator, Washing Machine, PF Meter Found short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chikkoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/O DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Unique Pvt ITI,
Ras Babra Road, Angwara, Nundri Mehandratan, Beawar,
Distt-Ajmer-305901, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

SIR/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक—प.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र.आयक्ष्य./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.39 of enclosure.

1. Building was not according to NCVT norms.
2. Electricity connection load was short; not available as per norms.
4. Attendance of trainees was poor.
5. Power consumption was low.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W/6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(GH Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:-ravi_chilukoti@nic.in

plz issue cr.
29/1/19
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated: 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Bright Star Pvt. ITI,
20 Ams, Sirsa Road, Gandhi Bari, Bhadra,
Detti. Hanumangarh-335501, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.औसत/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.40 of enclosure.

1. Plumber, H.S.I. IT lab. Emp. Skills & Electrician trade instructors were not appointed as per NCVT norms. One Electrician instructor was short as per norms.
2. Principal room & office area was found short as per NCVT norms.
3. PRIVATE ITI and school were found running in the same building.
4. No tools and equipment were found in the workshop of HIS and PPSMA. Workshops of these trades were used for school class room.
5. Electrical connection was not available in the name of ITI : found in the name of individual.
6. IT lab was not properly furnished.
7. Heavy shortage of hand tools and equipment. Trade wise shortage lists were as follow:-

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parijal61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्राइवेट/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.41 of enclosure.

1. The records related to the manpower were prepared in fraudulent manner by the institute, so there was no justification for giving details related to the manpower.
2. Fake presence of employees was mentioned in the attendance register. Trainees & instructors did not know each other; it indicates that instructors were called for inspection only.
3. The old building of the institute was demolished where affiliation was sought. Thus, re-affiliation was required to continue the NCVT affiliation.
4. The building of ITI was in use of school/college.
5. Electricity connection was also in use of other purpose.
6. Only 42 out of 115 trainees were present.
7. Average power consumption was poor which indicates no practical exercises were carried out.
8. Machine log book was not available.
9. Trainees' records were not available.
   IT lab was not available according to NCVT norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trades/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आप्रव./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.42 of enclosure.

1. Area of principal office, office and IT lab found short; not found as per NCVT norms.
2. Area of electrician classroom found (21.02+21.02+21.46) sq. meter for 6(3+3) units.
3. Electrician tool list items Pentium-04 computers, insulator, inkjet printer and washing machine found short. Only five computers found available in IT lab instead of 10 computers.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/unit as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 16th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mahir K.R. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

By Speed Post
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Deshwal Pvt ITI,
Near Gayatri Mandir, Weir,
Distt- Bharatpur-321408, Rajasthan

29/1/19
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.औप्रस.-/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.43 of enclosure.

1. Third shift was not running; only two shifts were running.
2. As per DGE&T norms staff was short.
3. Attendance of total trainees was poor.
4. Area of Principal room & office found short.
5. As per DGE&T norms staff was short.
6. Log book of machine was not available.
7. Electric Consumption- less.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
G.L. Pvt ITI,
54, Old Jawahar Nagar,
Distt. Kota -324005 Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्य-1/प्र.अधीरस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.44 of enclosure.

1. WCS & ED, Emp. Skills Instructors found short as per norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Balaji Pvt ITI,
Badnor, Distt. Bhilwara-311302, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्र.औपचार./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.45 of enclosure.

1. Multiscan Tool with Oscilloscope, Spring Tension Tester, Tin Smith bench folder600x1.6mm, Computer chair, Computer Table, Desktop Computer, Laser Printer, LCD Projector, Online UPS, Storage rack, Storage shelf, and Tool cabinet were not available in Mech. Diesel WShop.
2. Only 71 out of 136 trainees were present on the day of inspection.
3. Office area was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kt. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW: CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.ऑफिस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.46 of enclosure.

1. Principal room and office area is less than required.
2. Fitter classroom area found short.
3. No separate electric connection for ITI there was a common electric connection for Eng. College, Academic College, and ITI
4. Weekly programme and progress cards were not available.
5. Standard of training was very poor.
6. One instructor was short on the date of inspection.
7. There was no proof of payment of salary to instructors which shows that instructors were not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chlukotl@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Idm Private Ivt ITI,
Near P.H.E.D Office, Ladnu,
Distt-Nagaur 341306, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/_UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कृमक-प.स.7(12)प-1/प.अ.आफ़./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.47. of enclosure.

1. 04 instructors were short as per norms.
2. Emp. Skills instructor were not appointed by ITI.
3. 46 out of 126 trainees were present at the time of inspection.
4. Equipment shortage- Electrician Tool list A-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 Tool list B- 19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 39, 41, 43, 48, 55, 57, 59, 97, 110, 113, 124, Mostly Machines in w/s were not in working condition. Tools & equipment were not as per latest NCVT norms.
5. Principal room & Office area was short as per DGT norms.
6. Log Book was not maintained.
7. ITI, running in 1 shift only. All shifts were clubbed and not in operation.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.pari161@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chlikotdi@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Tagour Pte. ITI,
Near Mela Maidan, Molasar Didwana,
Distt- Nagour-341506, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.ओपर./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No 48 of enclosure.

1. Documents of staff were not available to verify qualification and experience.
2. One workshop was short; it was under renovation.
3. Electrician machinery of item sr. no.126, 127, 133, 134, 135, 137 were short.
4. Log Book not maintained.
5. Area of Principal room and office was short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir K. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.pariial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

29/1/19
To,
The Principal,
Gokul Pvt ITI,
Jasari Road, Kuchaman City,
Distt. Nagaur-341508, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र.औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.49 of enclosure.

1. Documents of staff were not available for verification of qualification and experience.
2. Only 48 trainees were present against 105 on roll trainees.
3. Equipment list was not available for verification of items.
4. Principal room area & Office was short as per DGT norms.
5. Log Book not maintained.
6. Last 6 months electricity consumption was 0.
7. Training was poor.
8. Machinery was not in running condition.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daffi/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Alwar Pvt ITI,
30-A, Old Industrial Area,
Distt-Alwar-301001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. दर्ज़न-स.7(12)/प्र-1ए.आपृश.स. /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.50 of enclosure.

1. IT lab & Emp. Skills Instructors were not appointed.
2. Principal room area was short.
3. Building map was not available; therefore, building area couldn’t be verified.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial81@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(J.H. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated: 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Chhog Singh Memorial Pvt ITI,
Vpo-Den, Teh-Kinwsar,
Distt. Nagaur-341001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मभार-प.स.7(12)/प.1/प्र.आप्रेस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.51 of enclosure.

1. Oil testing kit, Semi-automatic & automatic star delta starter, Shaded Pole Motor, Bath Impregnating, Synchronous Motor 3 phase, Flux meter, Pentium IV Computer, ink-jet/Laser jet printer, Washing machine are the major items which were found short in the institute.
2. Instructor (Electrician), Instructor (Workshop Calculation & Science) and Instructor (Engg. Drawing) were not appointed as per norms.
3. Very less no. of trainees was present on the date of inspection (30/153).
4. IT Lab with minimum 10 computers was not available.
5. Power consumption was very less.
6. There was no proof of salary paid to staff which indicates that required staff is not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mahir Kr Pariali)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.pariali61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,

The Principal,
S.K.D. Pvt ITI,
Ramgarh Pachwara,
Dist-Dausa-303510, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. श्रम-प.श.7(12)/प्र-1/प्रो.आईसी./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 52 of enclosure.

1. Office area was short as per NCVT norms.
2. Workshop and classrooms were in basement; no ventilation/fan was available in workshop and classrooms.
3. IT lab was vacant (no computers and accessories were available).
4. In Electrician Trade item sr. no. 12, 17 & MG set, Bath impregnating short as per NCVT tool list.
5. Emp. Skills instructor was not appointed.
6. Attendance of trainees was poor (40 out of 118). Machine log book was not available.
7. Website not available / update.
8. Power consumption was poor.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25-01-2019

To,
The Principal,
Gurukul Pvt ITI,
Bheem Road, Balacharat, P. O. Bheem, Beawar,
Distt-Ajmer-305921 Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/ग्रांज /De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No 53 of enclosure.

1. Separate wash room for girls was not available
2. Logbook for machine repair and maintenance was not maintained.
3. NIMI and reference books were not available.
4. Instructor for Engg. Drg., Ws Cal. & Sc., Emp. Skills was not appointed.
5. Office area was short

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

29/01/19
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आप्रव./De-Aff.2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.54 of enclosure.

1. H.S.I. trade instructor was not eligible as per experience required.
2. Electric connection was in the name of ITI, but named for Sachin Jetaly.
3. Principal room & Office area was short as per ncvt norms.
4. Low electricity consumption.
5. Computers were not available in IT lab.
6. Lease dead agreement for rented building was not available in the institute.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daffl/3/2019-0/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated: 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Padharavati Pvt ITI,
Dev Shree Complex, By Pass Road,
Dist: Bundi-323001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITs.

Sirs/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प.आफ्ल/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.55 of enclosure.

1. Institute denied for the inspection.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Kisan Puri ITI,
Sikar Road, Kuchaman City,
Distt. Nagaur-341508, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक-प.र.7(12)/प-1/प्र.ऑपरेश.सु.De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 56 of enclosure.

1. Area of Principal room and office was short.
2. Electrician trade tool list items sr. no. 20, 48, 88, 127 and Hygrometer & AC Fan were short.
3. Mech. Diesel trade tool list items sr. no. 25, 26, 97, 121, 133, 144, 5, 12, 24 were short.
4. Staff was not available on the day of inspection.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir K. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building, 1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated 25.01.2019

To,

The Principal,
Atul Pvt ITI,
Plot No 57 & 60, Industrial Area Rojthri Road,
Rawlath Gharsana Distt. Ganganagar-335707, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/ UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आू.प्रस्ल./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.57 of enclosure.

1. No staff was appointed to train the trainees.
2. No document was provided by ITI.
3. Inspection committee recommended for de-affiliation of ITI.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk_parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daffl3/2019-Olo DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Shri Baba Kushia Pvt ITI,
Near Agarwal Petrol Pump, Khetri Road P.O. Maonda
Neem Ka Thana, Distt.Sikar-332711, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र.आर्थिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.58 of enclosure.

1. Principal Office, Office and IT lab area was short as per norms.
2. Machinery were not installed properly on foundation.
3. Shortage of Mech. Diesel workshop: item sr. no. B (56), C (2, 19, 21) D (1), E (2 to 4, 8 to 12)
4. Electrician workshop: item sr. no. 98, 116, 117, 118, 126 were not working order and sr. no. 128, 132, 133, 137 & Furniture 5, 6 were short.
5. Staff shortage as pr NCVT norms.
6. Average power consumption was poor.
7. Dress making and Basic Cosmetology trade were not available for inspection.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

29/1/119

O/C
Pl. issue cr.

29/1/119
To,
The Principal,
Atal Pvt ITI,
Tijara-Delhi, Highway,
Chikani, Distt. Alwar-301028, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्र-7(12)/प-1/व. औप्रस. De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 59 of enclosure.

1. Tools & Equipment Shortage – Current Transformer, Potential Transformer, Electrical Machine Trainer, Metal Rack for both trade, Quenching tank, Gauge snap Go and Not Go, Pipe Bender spool type up to 25 mm, Adjustable pipe chain tonge, oxy-acetylene gas welding set.
2. Staff was not appointed as per NCVT norms.
3. Logbook of machine was not found.
4. Low power consumption.
5. Attendance sheets not clearly showing Present/Absent of trainees.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Brijlata Pvt ITI,
Katar mar Road, Laxmangarh,
Distt. Alwar 321607, Rajasthan.

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/र-1/प्र.आर्चित.&/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.60 of enclosure.

1. Sh. Papumram Sharma(instructor) and sh. Brijesh kumar sharma (instructor) were not available.
2. Principal office area found less than NCVT norms.
3. IT lab found with 08 computers instead of 10 computers.
4. On the day of inspection 77 out of 123 students found present.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@mnic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

29/1/19
To,
The Principal,
H.K. Memorial Pvt ITI,
Kachi Basti, Dhobi Ghat, Budh Vihar,
Distt-Ajmer-302001, Rajasthan.

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कृमजंक-प्र.-7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र. अभियंता/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.61 of enclosure.

1. One Employability skill instructor was not appointed.
2. Office and IT lab area was found short.
3. Low electricity consumption.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir K. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: msk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chitukoti@nic.in

[Handwritten date: 29/11/19]
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Smt. Bhanwari Devi Pvt ITI,
Near Mohan Mandir Cinema, Bye Pass Road,
Kishangarh Renwal, Phulera,
Distt. Jaipur-303503, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आवेदन./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No. 62 of enclosure.

1. Emp. Skills Instructor was not qualified as per DGET norms.
2. Only one Electrician Instructor was appointed against 04 units.
3. IT Instructor was not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

o/c issue c/s
29/1/19
To,
The Principal,
Shri Ganesh Pvt ITI,
Katkar Tehsil- Hindaun City,
Distt. Karauli-322230 Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मखंड-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.आर्थिक./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 63 of enclosure.

1. Area of principal office was found less than NCVT norms.
2. Separate office area for ITI was not available.
3. 06 computers found short in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Pariaal)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.pariaal61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(JH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Seth Shree Badrialal Tijubai Pvt ITI,
Kunadi Kota B-V, Chanchal, Vihar, Kunhari,
Distt Kota-324008, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. फ़सल-ि.०.७(१२)/प्र.-१/प्र.आवेदन/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL. No. 64 of enclosure.

1. Only 20 trainees were present on the day of inspection.
2. Machine log book for machine repair and maintenance was not available.
3. Capacity utilization (power): Avg. power consumption was 1.9 unit/trainee which is very poor.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parijal61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chhaturjoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Jits Pvt ITI,
Near Moti Petrol Pump, Medi City,
NH-12, Jaipur Road, Deoli,
Distt-Tonk-304804, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRAIDES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.7(12)/प-1/प्र.ओप्रस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 65 of enclosure.

1. Emp. skills instructor was not appointed.
2. Electrician workshop item sr. no 3, 7, 15, 16, 19, 33, 42, 58, 82, 118 were short.
3. Mech. Diesel workshop item sr. no 4, 8, 136 were short.
4. Student attendance was low.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 16th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.shilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Maa Bhagwati Pvt ITI,
Kekri, Guranwara Mohalla, Jaipur Road, Kekri,
Distt-Ajmer,305404, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मचारी-प्र.स.7(12)/प्र.-1/प्र.आकर्षण./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.66 of enclosure.

1. Office area was short.
2. Web site not updated.
3. Dress code was not followed.
4. As per Electrician trade tool list sr. no. 4, 28, 29, 32, 35, 38 and 39 were short.
5. As per Fitter trade tool list sr. no. 8 was short.
6. Tools were locked in lockers.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 16th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir KN Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.औप्रस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.67 of enclosure.

1. Tool and Equipment were not available in workshop.
2. Area of Principal room, office, IT lab, Workshop and Classroom could not be confirmed because building map was not available.
3. No staff was available in institute.
4. No IT lab was available.
5. Tools and Equipment list was not available.
6. Documents of staff were not available for verification of qualification and experience.
7. Logbook for machine repair and maintenance was not available.
8. NIMI books were not available as per trade.
9. Only 04 computers were available in IT lab.
10. No trainee was present on the day of Inspection.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/unit as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parijat)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parijat@gmail.com

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  
Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.  
Dated- 25.01.2019  

To,  
The Principal,  
Shri Shyam Pvt ITI,  
Shyam Nagar Udaipur Chomu,  
Distt. Jaipur-303807, Rajasthan  

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.  

Sir/ Madam,  

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-पा.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.औपचार/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.69 of enclosure.  

1. No any detail was provided by the institute; non-cooperation during inspection.  
2. School & college were running in the institute premises  
3. Both Workshops were found closed.  
4. Student attendance 0%  
5. INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE’s sign board was not available on the building.  
6. IT Lab was not available.  

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.  

The reply must reach this office latest by 16th February, 2019.  

Yours faithfully,  

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.parijal61@nic.in  

Enclosure : As above.  

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.  

Copy to:  
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.  
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.  

Yours faithfully  

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW-Cause Notice for De-Affiliation of Trades/Units.

Sirs/Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. अ/स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.0.प्रांस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 69 of enclosure.

1. Area of institute was being used for different purpose rather than ITI
2. No practical was done in workshop since long.
3. Electricity connection was not in the name of institute or society.
4. Electrician workshop item no. 10, 74, 81, 158 were short.
5. Old computers were available in IT lab, specifications were not matching.
6. No internet connection/networking in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Ka, Partial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paraj61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated – 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Sarvodya Pvt ITI,
330-31 Adarsh Colony, Daundpur,
Distt. Alwar-301001, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प्र-1/प्रां००२०८/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at Sl. No. 70 of enclosure.

1. Affiliation orders for Mechanic Diesel 2 (1+1) units were not available.
2. Employability skills and IT Lab Instructors were not appointed by the Institute.
3. On the day of inspection 34 out of 88 students were found present.
4. Fitter Trade and Work shop calculation instructor found short.
5. Tools & equipment were not available as per list.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Paria)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paria61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chullot@gmail.com

PB. Issue CR
29/1/19
DGT-Daff/3/2019 O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated – 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Bharti Pvt. ITI,
Vpo Kanwarpura, Tehsil – Kotputali
Distt. Jaipur-303108, Rajasthan

SHOW-Cause NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. नामक-प.त.7(12)/प्र-1/प्र.ओरस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.71 of enclosure.

1. Qualification of IT Lab Instructor was not matching as per NCVT Norms.
2. Area of one electrician workshop found 21.34 sq. meter short as per ncvt norms.
3. Details of electricity consumption were not provided by the institute because of prepaid meter.
4. Principal room and office for ITI, found situated at ground floor in front of college building.
5. Electrician trade tool list items sr. no.-1 and general shop tools instrument & machinery item no. 2, 19, 22, 55, 64, 81, 84, 126,127,132,133,135 found short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.
To,
The Principal,
Kiran Pvt ITI,
Kiran Nursing Home, Hatwara Road,
Shanti Nagar, Distt. Jaipur-302006, Rajasthan

SHOW: CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. फ़ासला-प.स.7(12)/(1/प्लांट/औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.72 of enclosure.

1. Electrician trade items at sr no 132, 133, 134, and 136 were not available as per prescribed NCVT tool list. DG set not working.
2. IT Lab were found with RSCIT courses.
3. Trainee attendance was very poor.
4. Principal room & office area found short as per ncvt norms.
5. Low electricity consumption.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Pariai)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: m.k.pariai61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@ntic.in

[Signature]

29/1/19
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Santosh Adarsh Pvt ITI,
Garhi Ke Andar Riany Bori, Merta City,
Distt Nagour-341513, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/प्र.आधेयस./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No.73 of enclosure.

1. ITI building was in use of school. Inspection committee found common classrooms for school as well as ITI.
2. Office area was short as per ncvt norms.
3. Low electricity consumption.
4. Trainees’ attendance was very poor.
5. Machine log book was not available.
6. Four Computers were not available in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daffi3/2019-Olo DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated—25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Gaurav Pvt ITI,
Near Indian Gas Godown, Bhagwanpura,
Distt. Alwar-301001, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स. 7(12)/प्र-1/ग्रंटीएस्टा/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 74 of enclosure.

1. Power connection proof was not available.
2. Low electricity consumption.
3. Principal room & office area shortage as per NCVT norms.
4. Staff list not show in trade wise appointment as per NCVT norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chitukoti@nic.in

O/C plz issue CR.
29/1/19
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated: 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Shri Krishna Gyandeep Pvt ITI,
Infront Of Old Petrol Pump, Paota,
Distt. Jaipur 303016, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/प्रौ.औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No. 75 of enclosure.

1. Following General Machinery were found short in Electrician trade --
   a. CRO-01 no.
   b. Synchronous Motor 3ph. 3hp-01 no.
   c. Computer 02 no.
   d. Wash machine 01 no.
   e. Printer

2. Eight Computers were found short in IT lab.
3. The power consumption was only 287 units per month.
4. Only 44 out of 120 trainees were present on the day of inspection.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

pl. issue CR.
29/1/19
To,
The Principal,
Raj Pvt ITI,
Kishangarh, Distt. Ajmer-305801,
Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प्र.स.7(12)/प-1/व.आंगण/De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL No. 76 of enclosure.

1. Principal room and office area was short.
2. All Electrician workshop's area was short.
3. Area of all class rooms was short.
4. Power supply load was found short as per DGCT norms.
5. Instructor Sh. Sonu Singh Rawat and Sh. Jitender Singh Rawat were not qualified as per norms.
6. One person was appointed as Emp. Skills and IT Lab Instructor and he was not qualified for any of the subject.
7. Only three trade Investigators were appointed against nine units.
8. All the tools were found in store in packed pos INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, on; no use of tools for training.
9. As per Electrician trade tool list.- sr. no. 10, 11, 12 and 13 were short and sr. no. 6, 8, 9 and 10 were not in working on.
10. Computers were not in working condition in IT lab.
11. Electricity connection was not in the name to ITI

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir KA, Parital)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parital61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

plz issue cr.
29/1/19
To,
The Principal,
Sorabh Pvt ITI,
Khasra No. 953/2 Vill & Post Kheda, Hindaun City,
Distt. Karauli-322234, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मकाल-प.स.7(12)/स-1/म.आईप्रस./De-
Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of
Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI
(Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have
found following irregularities which is at SL No.77 of enclosure.

1. On the date of inspection staff position was 16/32, 25/31 and attendance of 1-VP,
   3-GI and 25-Instructors were not mentioned.
2. NIMI Books were not available in the library.
3. Workshops were not clean.
4. Students were not present in uniform.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for
the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to
clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Patial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.patial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-
   342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed
   for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of
   these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

29/1/19

(C.H. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक-प.स.7(12)/प.1/प्र.औपचारिक।De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which are at SL No.78 of enclosure.

1. Two Electrician workshops were found short. These workshops were being used by other agency (Bagara computer centre).
2. IT lab was not available; no computer was available. Room of IT lab was converted in store.
3. Electrician trade item no. 154,155, 156,153A. Lux meter & Synchronous motor 3 phase 3 HP 4 pole were not available.
4. Workshop calculation instructor was not appointed NCVT norms.
5. Principal room & office area was short as per NCVT norms.
6. Average electricity consumption was poor.
7. Machine log book was not available.
8. Website was not updated.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your Institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/3/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi.
Dated – 25.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Sankaip Pvt ITI,
Surajgarh, Distt. Jhunjhunu-333029, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. वरमाण-प.प.7(12)/प-1/प्र.अध्यक्ष./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL No.79 of enclosure.

1. Area of Principal room was short.
2. Area of HEALTH & SANITARY INSPECTOR, Basic Cosmetology trades was short.
3. Power load was short (6.21 kW).
4. Instructors were short for HIS-02, BC-02, WIS CAL.-01, Emp.Skills-01, Engg. Drg.-01.
5. Drawing tables were not available.
6. Trainees were not in uniform.
7. Record of instructors was not maintained properly.
8. NIMI book were not available.
9. Power consumption was poor.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Paria)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.paria61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Sh. Radhe Rani Pvt ITI,
B-12, Laxman Vihar, Opp. Roadways Workshop,
Kunjari, Ladpura, Distt. Kota-324008, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कर्मांक-प.स.7(12)/प-1/प्रांतप्रेम./De-Aff./2018/10040 dated 07-01-2019, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found the following irregularities which is at SL No. 80 of enclosure.

1. Only 43 trainees were present on the date of inspection.
2. Machine log book for machine repair and maintenance was not available.
3. Staff documents were not available for confirmation of qualification and eligibility of staff.
4. Principal room and Office area was short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 15th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

[Stamp]

Joint Director of Training
E-mail: raiw.chilukoti@nic.in

29/11/19.